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Technology[ edit ] The choice of print technology has a great effect on the cost of the printer and cost of
operation, speed, quality and permanence of documents, and noise. It is important that news coverage of
health issues is of high quality as there is substantial evidence of a link between health news reports and health
behaviour. The committee recommends that the FCC review its regulations for PSA broadcasting on television
and radio to ensure a more balanced broadcasting schedule that will reach a greater proportion of the viewing
and listening audiences. One unique feature of the USA Today editorial page is the publication of opposing
points of view; alongside the editorial board's piece on the day's topic runs an opposing view by a guest writer,
often an expert in the field. Using surveys, satellite images and categorizations from various government
agencies, the U. In the open window, choose a location where to save the file. The article on motel children
uses the voices of children to poignantly communicate the impact of poverty on their lives see Box 7â€”1. In
its consensus statement, the panel identified 12 potential advantages of using the Internet for health
communication Robinson et al. Competitive tools Competitive differentiation is a tactic used by organizations
to help set their products or services apart from that of the competitors. It represents how people discover, read
and share news, information and contents. The social media network community services are groups centered
and considered as a social network service. Concerns have also been expressed about the entertainment
media's depictions of cigarettes, alcohol, and illicit drug use, sexual behavior, and body concepts because of
their potentially negative impacts on children Roberts,  Knight fought for a press free of prior restraint or
intimidation, frequently resisting the attempts by governments, business interests, and cultural spokesmen and
led the paper to national prominence. Similarly, The Media Project, operated jointly by the Kaiser Family
Foundation and Advocates for Youth, has worked for years to promote accurate descriptions of reproductive
health issues in television shows and also administers an awards program. Social networks are contents
created online by people using highly scalable and accessible communication technologies. Following ER ran
for 4 years and reached an average weekly viewership of 1. Organizations have even taken this opportunity to
ask its consumers opinions about upcoming events concerning their brands especially consumer based
organizations. This partnership demonstrates strong corporate responsibility and the role that the public health
sector can play to engage media gatekeepers in the task of promoting the public's health. CDC, for example,
webcasts critical briefings on bioterrorism through the site www. It also announced that the paper would shift
its focus away from print and place more emphasis on its digital platforms including USAToday. As a result,
companies can and do provide products to popular YouTube users to review for their subscribers as well as
create their own branded YouTube channels with branded videos about their products [ 21 ]. Improved
opportunity to find information tailored to the specific needs or characteristics of individuals or groups of
users Harris,  Social Media Networks Social network sites are defined as web-based services that allow
individuals to 1 construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, 2 articulate a list of other
users with whom they share a connection, 3 view and traverse their list of connections and those made by
others within the system [ 17 , 18 ]. The remainder of the paper is as follow: the next section reviews the
related literature and this is followed by discussion, conclusion and recommendation. The segments also
provided viewers with information about the resources of national organizations or health experts in the form
of toll-free numbers or Internet addresses. Activities in this area include the provision of health information,
the development of tools for self-assessment of health risks and management of chronic diseases, and
home-based monitoring of health status and delivery of care NRC,  Only 18 percent of paid PSAs are run
between midnight and 6 a. One of the ways the association works to enhance the understanding between
journalists and health care experts is by offering workshops and training resources on current and emerging
issues in health care and reporting skills. Visit for more related articles at Journal of Internet Banking and
Commerce Abstract Social media gained rapid prominence within few years of its existence. Strategic
performance measurement system Strategic performance measurement system can take many forms but its
distinctive feature is that they are designed specially to provide information on both financial and
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non-financial measures which covers different perspectives which when combined provides a way of
translating to strategy into performance measures [ 29 ]. It was discovered that consumers enjoyed the control
that came along with social media and they enjoy being part of the community than the target of an
organization. Understanding and appreciating the perspectives and needs of all parties will create a better
climate for accurately informing the public. This article explains how to convert a PowerPoint presentation to
a PDF file and also how to share a presentation without sacrificing interactivity.


